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Abstract – For practical laboratory exercises of networking subjects it proved efficient to interconnect laborato-
ries of multiple institutions to build large-scale virtual education environment, which may be accessible as part
of common e-learning system. In the article we describe various approaches of creation of such distributed vir-
tual topologies and experience with technical solutions tested in real e-learning education environment. Most of
presented technologies are also benefical to automatize topology interconnection process in standard networking
laboratory to save teacher’s work and gain more time for real students’ practising.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In courses of computer networking it is necessary
that student work with real networking devices to gain
practical experience with configuring and administra-
tion of computer networks. Unfortunately, the cost
of networking devices is rather high and the technol-
ogy advances quickly, which requires a lot of peri-
odical investments into lab equipment to keep it up
to date. This is why it is desirable to integrate net-
working laboratories of multiple teaching institutions
and share lab devices. For that purpose, we devel-
oped a distributed e-learning system called DVirtlab
[1, 2], which allows to automatically create virtual
topologies using lab devices of multiple institutions
connected via Internet. Students work in the resulting
common semi-virtual learning environment remotely,
as depicted on fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Transparent integration of networking labs

In scope of the DVirtlab project, we had to develop
a mechanism of automatic creation of distributed vir-
tual topologies over the Internet. Our long-term goal
was to find a cheap and scalable solution to virtu-
ally interconnect pairs of ports of various types, either
locally or using tunnelling via Internet. Our results
may be helpful for anyone wanting to automatize cre-
ation of virtual topologies in either distributed or local
learning environment and are presented further in the
article.

2. DISTRIBUTED VIRTUAL CROSSCONNECT

In practical implementations of distributed virtual
topologies, it is necessary to be able to interconnect
pairs of Ethernet and serial (i.e. WAN) ports. To
maintain OSI RM layer 3 protocol transparency, we
decided to operate whole interconnection system on
OSI RM layer 2.

Our goal was to develop an integrated solution ca-
pable to interconnect various interface types, even in
distributed environment. We named our solution Dis-
tributed Virtual Crossconnect (DVC). The world “vir-
tual” indicates that although the solution uses vari-
ous physical switching elements and interconnection
techniques, it may be treated as single entity by rest of
the implementation of the e-learning system. Parts of
the DVC (called DVC segments) are distributed in in-
dividual interconnected laboratories. In essence, im-
plementation of DVC is a mixture of software com-
ponents (tunnel servers, config generator) and hard-
ware switching devices. The description of required
topology is completely independent of types of uti-
lized switching elements.

Fig. 2. Integration of DVC into DVirtlab

Fig. 2 shows how is DVC integrated into archi-
tecture of our DVirtlab. According to independent
description of the distributed virtual topology re-
quired for particular task, configuration for all in-
volved switching elements of DVC are automatically



generated and uploaded to switching elements and
tunnel servers of DVC segments of affected sites.

During last 3 years, we gained experience with var-
ious approaches of DVC implementation. They will
be discussed in more details in following sections.

2.1. Interconnection of Ethernet ports

For interconnection of Ethernet ports it proved
most efficient and highly extensible to use VLAN-
based interconnection approach and exploit standard
LAN switches. Using VLAN tunnelling (also called
QinQ sometimes because of multiple tagging by IEEE
802.1q headers), we are even able to interconnect
trunk links and make switching element to be com-
pletely invisible for lab devices and their layer 2 ser-
vice protocols. VLAN-based approach may be also
easily extended to the distributed environment, as
shown on fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. VLAN-based interconnection approach

To interconnect ports in distributed environment,
we implemented a Linux-based Tunnel Server soft-
ware which receives frames from local lab devices
passed through switching element via trunk link and
tunnels them in UDP datagrams to the tunnel server
of the site where destination lab device resides. The
usage of VLANs is also advantageous for incorpora-
tion of simulated devices hosted on servers like XEN
or DynaMips [3, 4]. Each interface of virtual devices
has it’s own dedicated VLAN on hosting server con-
nected with the switching element using trunk link.
The result is that the rest of DVC does not have to
treat simulated devices any other than real ones. Note
that there may be arbitrary number of switching ele-
ments chained together using trunk links if more ports
to connect laboratory devices are needed.

In our very first architecture, we dynamically as-
signed ports to be connected together to the same
VLAN. Although it seemed natural at a first glance,
we encountered a lot of technical problems soon.
The most important one was that since not all LAN
switches implement MIB object to assign ports into
VLANs using standard SNMP, we had to by able
to handle proprietary CLIs different for each switch
model.

Since we needed to interconnect multiple indepen-
dent virtual topologies in overlapping timeslots in par-
allel, we also had to explicitly maintain a list of cur-
rently used VLAN numbers to be able to allocate non-
conflicting ones when a request to create another vir-
tual topology arise. At the end of timeslot we had
to remove VLAN assignment from previously con-
nected ports so that no lab device ports stay inter-
connected unintentionally. Since it was not possible
to integrate interconnection configuration intelligence
into commercially-available switches, we had to use
external control computer to handle configuration of
all types of utilized switching elements and watch for
periods after which assignment of pairs of ports to
the same VLAN should be deconfigured on particu-
lar switching element.

Another issue which we had to combat was the dy-
namic selection of VLANs numbers used in frames
tunnelled between tunnel servers of multiple sites in
case of distributed virtual topology. Since individual
sites of DVirtlab were responsible for generation and
uploading of configurations of all DVC switching el-
ements for distributed virtual topologies required by
local users, each configuration generator had to care-
fully select VLANs numbers carried in frames tun-
nelled over Internet to avoid VLAN conflict.

Because of above mentioned difficulties with han-
dling of VLAN numbers we developed a modified ar-
chitecture which uses fixed VLANs instead. In that
newer architecture, every port of switching element is
assigned to unique static VLAN. The switching ele-
ment is connected to the tunnel server, which handles
both internal and external traffic and bridges it across
VLANs. All switching element’s ports are configured
as QinQ tunnel endpoints so that we do not have to
differentiate whether we want to interconnect trunk
ports or ordinary Ethernet ports of lab devices – the
latter is treated as a special case of the former. Al-
though the trunk line between switching element and
tunnel server may seem as a bottleneck, the advan-
tages of this solution leverage that drawback. More-
over, in lab tasks which students solve on distributed
virtual topologies, only a couple of testing pings and
some service traffic obviously passes through topol-
ogy links. The more heavier load which would use
the full capacity of trunk link to tunnel server is very
rare in practice.

By integrating the switching intelligence into one
component (i.e. the tunnel server) under our own de-
velopment, we gained a lot of benefits. Since the con-
figuration of switching elements is fixed, we can use
all kinds of switch types with various configuration
interfaces and freely mix them to create arbitrary cost-
efficient switching infrastructure. There is no longer a
need of dynamic reconfiguration of individual switch-
ing elements and a necessity to handle various con-
figuration methods. The whole switching logic is in-
tegrated into the tunnel server, which simplifies the
virtual topology configuration considerably. More-
over, we can easily monitor traffic passing through all



virtual topology links on the tunnel server, which al-
lows us to incorporate virtual network probes into the
topology [5]. The configuration of the modified DVC
is also easier – only configurations for tunnel servers
of sites that take a part in the distributed virtual topol-
ogy have to be generated and uploaded; configuration
of switching elements remains fixed.

Although the second version of DVC architecture
performed very well in practise, it still suffered with
the same drawback as the previous one – the detailed
global knowledge of VLANs used in every site is re-
quired for generation of DVC configuration. This
shortcoming was finally overcame in the most ad-
vanced DVC architecture which will be described in
section 2.3.

2.2. Interconnection of serial ports

The situation with interconnection of serial ports
was more challenging, since there doesn’t exist
cheap commercially-available device for interconnec-
tion of WAN ports, analogous to VLAN-capable LAN
switch. This is why we decided to develop a series
of our own hardware device prototypes for automatic
interconnection of serial ports [6]. Although they
differ in the nature of utilized switching core (ana-
log switching array or FPGA-based digital switching
core), all of them are designed as centralized solu-
tions for switching of arbitrary number of pairs of
connected serial ports. All models are controlled us-
ing simple CLI over RS-232 console port.

Although all serial port crossconnects performed
very well to automatize creation of topologies in sin-
gle networking lab, their scalability was limited and
they lacked support to create virtual WAN links over
Internet. This is why we started to work on fully dis-
tributed serial crossconnect architecture (fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. SE convertors-based crossconnect

This architecture is based on a big number of small
remotely configurable bidirectional synchronous se-

rial to Ethernet convertors (“S-E convertors”) con-
nected together via Internet and capable of tunnelling
of HDLC/PPP frames in UDP. The in-depth expla-
nation of the resulting distributed architecture, which
may be also potentially utilized to interconnect Ether-
net ports to unify interconnection approaches, can be
found in [6].

2.3. Modular DVC architecture

After we started to work on S-E convertors imple-
mentation, we had to further modify the DVC archi-
tecture to intercorporate them into the current solution
and allow to create virtual WAN links across pairs of
lab sites. In context of that change, we decided to
redesign the philosophy of DVC architecture consid-
erably to compensate for its present above mentioned
drawbacks. The resulting architecture is depicted on
fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Modular DVC architecture

The main change against previous versions is a
complete encapsulation of techniques used to trans-
port frames between tunnel server and interfaces of
local lab devices. The utilized technology is com-
pletely contained in respective lab site and hidden
from the outside world. Moreover, the new architec-
ture unifies tunnelling approaches for traffic between
Ethernet, serial or any other kind of network inter-
faces. The architecture is highly modular so that new
ways of transport of frames between tunnel server
and lab devices’ interfaces may be added rather easily
just by writing a new internal port module. Currently
we implemented VLAN Port module which utilizes
well-proven VLAN-tunnelling technique and SE Tun-
nel Port which concentrate traffic from S-E convertors
mentioned at section 2.2 (see fig. 5). Tunnel Server
module receives frames both from Internet Port and
internal port modules and forwards them according
to Redirect Table either back to the same module
(in case of local interconnection) or to other lab site
via Internet Port module. Every internal module is
responsible to accompany frame passed to Tunnel
Server module with designation of source interface in



the unified text-based format (device:interface@site).
Tunnel server module then translates source interface
name to the destination interface name using local
Redirect Table and if the source site corresponds to
destination one, it sends the frame back to the Port
module from which it originally came. Otherwise the
Tunnel Server module sends frame to the Internet Port
to tunnel it to the remote site. In both cases, Tunnel
Server module accompanies the frame with destina-
tion interface name corresponding to the source in-
terface name according to Redirect Table. The des-
tination internal port module uses the destination in-
terface name to search appropriate destination VLAN
or S-E convertor’s address, whereas Internet Port just
includes it into the envelope of tunnelled frame. Sim-
ilarilly, the mapping between destination interface
names and communication parameters necessary to
send frame to appropriate lab device interface using
technique handled by particular Port module is con-
tained completely in the configuration of the respec-
tive port module. The configured mapping is also
used to determine the global name of the lab device
interface from which the frame processed by internal
port module originated.

Records of Redirect Table of individual tunnel
servers are added or deleted using Command Line
Interface accessible remotely via TCP connection.
The entity that controls creation of distributed virtual
topologies just sends a list of pairs of names of in-
terfaces to be connected to CLI modules of tunnel
servers of labs involved in the topology. To config-
ure interconnection using CLI manually, Telnet client
may be also used.

The key feature of the architecture is that frames
tunnelled over Internet have the same encapsulation
format for all types of local interconnection tech-
niques. Unified text-based envelope is added to every
frame tunnelled in UDP packet so that global names
of both source and destination interfaces completely
define source and destination of every frame. The ad-
vantage of a such approach is that lab sites may use
arbitrary and mutually different interconnection tech-
niques, provided that they adhere the common encap-
sulation format between tunnel servers. The parame-
ters of local mechanism to transport frames on local
side (e.g. VLAN numbers) are completely contained
in respective tunnel server module and no informa-
tion concerning local interconnection system has to
be published globally anymore. It is also much more
easy to trace frames passed either between lab devices
of the same lab site or between sites, which simplifies
debugging of DVC setup considerably. Moreover, vir-
tual network probes mentioned above can be now in-
stalled also into virtual serial lines. We even consider
a quite easy implementation of simulation of link out-

ages and flapping to let students gain enough experi-
ence with real network troubleshooting.

3. CONCLUSION

In the article we presented a couple of technolo-
gies for creation of distributed virtual nework topolo-
gies which we developed so far and our experience
gained during periods of their operation. Ability to
interconnect topologies automatically is very benefi-
cal for creation of e-learning environments focused on
computer networking because it considerably reduces
cost of operation of large-scale distributed environ-
ments for practical education. The advantages of re-
mote teaching in that environment were published in
[2].

Many interconnection approaches presented above
may be also useful in local networking laboratories.
The automation of topology interconnection process
may save a lot of time and helps to avoid mistakes and
device’s mechanical depletion comparing with man-
ual interconnection of network topologies before each
exercise.
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